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Feral/Wildlife Fencing put this next to/
near a wildlife setup

Permanent Fence Building 
Making Wire Connections

Permanent Fence Building 
Making Wire Connections

Tension the wires to approximately 
200lbs using Permanent Wire Tighteners 
and a suitable tensioning handle. If wild 
animal pressure is likely, increase the 
tension, especially on the bottom wires. 

In regions where snow load is a problem 
or where wildlife may come into heavy 
contact with the fence, install permanent 
tension springs to help prevent the wire 
overstretching.  Place permanent wire 
tighteners in the center of the fence so 
the wire pulls from both ends.  
 

Tension the wires

Gallagher 
Recommends – 
re-tightening joint 
clamps as part of 
a regular spring 
fence maintenance 
program.

Reef knot

Figure 8 knot

Join wire using a figure eight or reef 
knot. These will give better electrical 
contact than a double loop join. 

TIP

Electrical connections

Connect all hot wires in parallel at both ends of the fence. This will ensure maximum 
conductivity.  For a three wire fence, bring the tails, previously left long from the top 
and third wires to the second wire and connect firmly with a Joint Clamp.

Make sure it’s tight. Wrap the excess wire around this second wire and break it off for a 
smooth finish. Bring the tail from the second fence wire to a Gallagher Cut Out Switch 
and where necessary break it off.   This wiring configuration minimizes the number of 
joint clamps and creates a clean look. 

Joint clamps
All other permanent connections should 
be clamped using Joint Clamps to ensure 
tight wire connections. Multiple joint 
clamp options are available. 

Cut out switches
Cut out switches are handy for 
isolating different sections of fence. This 
is useful when you are looking for faults 
or carrying out maintenance. Place cut 
out switches at gateway or junctions 
where a single or multiple fence line can 
be turned off.

Connect the undergate cable to one 
switch terminal and the tail of the second 
line wire to the other terminal. 


